Abstract. In this short paper, we show that properties of an ideal I of a ring R are related to those of the homogeneous ideal
I(+)N is an ideal of R(+)M . So we know that I(+)N is an ideal of R(+)M if and only if IM ⊆ N . Every ideal of R(+)M of the form

I(+)N is homogeneous. However, ideals of R(+)M need not have the form I(+)N ,that is, need not be homogeneous. Z(+)2Z(2, 2) is not a homogeneous ideal of Z(+)2Z([2]).
In this paper,we show that properties of an ideal I of a ring R are related to those of the homogeneous ideal I(+)IM of a ring R(+)M . 
. Ideals
M )M = I(K : M )M . On the other hand, ann(M ⊗ R/A) = A implies that ann(M/AM ) = A and hence (AM : M ) = A for any ideal A of R. Now, let IM = J M for ideals I, J of R. Then I = (IM : M ) = (J M : M ) = J . So M is cancellation and I(N : M ) = I(K : M ). Again, since I is cancellation (N : M ) = (K : M ). Therefore N = (N : M )M = (K : M )M = K and A(+)N = B(+)K. i.e, H = H Corollary 2.2
. Let R be a ring and M an R-module. If every ideal of R(+)M is cancellation then every ideal of R is cancellation.
Proof. Suppose that every ideal of R(+)M is cancellation and let A be any ideal of R. A(+)AM is an ideal of R(+)M and so
cancellation . By Theorem 2.1 A is cancellation.
Corollary 2.3. Let R be a ring and M a faithful multiplication R-module. If every faithful ideal of R(+)M is cancellation then every faithful ideal of R is cancellation.
Proof. Let A be any faithful ideal of R. Since M is a faithful multiplication R-module, we know that ann (A(+)AM )= annAM 
